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I. INTRODUCTION
Big data typically consists of large volumes of data in a variety of data formats that come into being at varying velocities in the form of historical archives to real-time streaming with differing degrees of data provenance. Currently, one such source for big data is user interactions on social media platforms and mobile applications. The participatory turn of the internet coupled with technological advancements in and consumer adoption of ubiquitous, pervasive and wearable technologies have resulted in big social data. Social media analytics is a term we use here to refer to the collection, storage, analysis, and reporting of these new data [1] .
For example, recent studies have shown that social data on Facebook can be analysed for investigating political discourse on online public spheres for the United States Election [2] , [3] and social data from twitter has been used for predicting Hollywood movies' box-office revenues [4] and quarterly sales of iphones [5] .
Seminal work in computational social science (CSS) research has outlined four fundamental methodological principles [6] . First, an ensemble of models needs to be employed instead of using one model for social science investigations. Second, a set of invariant policies has to be followed that provide robust outcomes. Third, uncertainty can be dealt by adapting certain methods, for example the use of forecasting to adopt statistical models. Fourth and last, best results for social science investigations can be achieved through collaboration between humans and machines. Further, Conte and colleagues [7] also point that CSS is a model based science that analyses electronic trace data, builds predictive models and intends to provide instruments for enabling social science to inform decision makers for societal and organisational challenges. Adherering to the CSS methodological guidelines listed above and the answering the call for model based data science research, in this paper we propose and demonstrate a new approach to sentiment analysis based on a unified framework for big social data analytics based on a theory of socio-technical interactions [8] , descriptive and formal models of social data [9] , and a software schematic for the social data analytics tool [10] . Our objective is to turn big data sets into big data assests that generate competitive advantages for the companies. The application domain for this paper is brand sentiment analysis in the industry sector of fast fashion [9] , [11] .
A. Sentiment Analysis
At the enterprise level, as Li and Leckenby [12] observed, technological advances such as the Internet have resulted in the vertical integration of business channel capacities such as production, distribution, transaction (e.g., Amazon and other e-commerce websites) and a horizontal integration of marketing functions such as advertising, promotions, public relations (e.g., Facebook and other social media platforms). At the agentic level of consumers, Internet and social media platforms resulted in changes not only to consumers' attitudes, perceptions and behaviours but also to the decision-making process itself in terms of the consideration set, search criteria, heuristics, and time [13] , [14] . Taken together this led to the emergence of organizations that strategically utilize the online channels including social media platforms for business purposes [1] . This results in vast amounts of social data related to an enterprise's products, services, policies and processes. As such, one key application domain for sentiment analysis in enterprises is to monitor brand image, loyalty, and reputation.
Sentiment analysis can help in the understanding the user motivations for social media engagement, the different phases of consumer decision-making process and the potential business value and organizational impact of positive, negative and neutral sentiments. To illustrate this point, let us consider the following instance of socially shared consumption [15] : a positive mention about a product resulting from an automated status update of digital consumption on social media platform such as Facebook. In terms of consumer decision-making, this Facebook post can play a role in all three different orderings of the Hierarch of Effects (HoE) [16] , [17] in terms of learning about the product, evaluating one's own experience of it with those of others, and engaging with the product as a brand loyalist by following that particular product related Facebook pages and posts. Similarly, the interactional dynamics of users sentiments on social media platforms might help companies better understand the sales funnel models such as AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire and Action) [12] . Sentiments of users' posts might provide value in terms of social capital and/or signaling by turning the private individual act of consumption into a public social event and thereby signaling the user's characteristics such as taste, class, conscientiousness, and/or wealth. In other words, sociological dynamics and marketing implications similar to the conspicuous consumption [18] . 
B. Formal Models
Formal modeling is a process of writing and analyzing formal descriptions of models and systems that represent realworld processes. It is a technique to model complex phenomena as mathematical entities so that rigorous analysis techniques can be applied on the models to understand the reality of the complex phenomenon. Formal specifications are abstract, precise and to some extent complete in nature [19] , [20] . The abstraction of a formal specification allows to comprehend a complex phenomenon, whereas the precise semantics eliminates ambiguity in the model. The completeness ensures the study of all aspects of the behavior in the model [20] .
Having said that, formal methods, models and tools for social data are largely limited to graph theoretical approaches informed by conceptual developments in relational sociology and methodological developments in social network analysis [21] - [23] . To the best of our knowledge, there are no other integrated modeling approaches to social data across the conceptual, formal and software realms. In a recent work [9] , [11] , we have used set theory to formalise the concepts of social data and developed a method based on sentiment analysis for profiling of artifacts and actors.
Sentiment analysis of social data is not an exact science and despite advances in computational linguistics methods and tools [24] , there remains a fundamental vagueness in determining the sentiment of a text. Part of the problem is in determining expressed sentiment (as the original actor of that artefact intended) vs. impressed sentiment (as the other actor felt in the actual-space and real-time of interacting with the artefact posted by the original actor). Current practice in sentiment analysis of social data predominantly uses the classification of individual artefacts such as either positive or negative or neutral (e.g., [25] ), and not the probabilities returned by the sentiment analysis method and/or tool.
Fuzzy set theory [26] , [27] is a mathematical abstraction for the systemic treatment of vagueness and uncertainty both qualitatively and quantitatively. Fuzzy sets are well suited for the study of social systems owing to their ability to deal with vagueness, ambiguity and uncertainty of qualitative ideas and judgements [28] - [30] . In this paper, we propose the use of Fuzzy sets to model raw sentiment with classification probabilities of artifacts and develop a analysis method based on α-cut of Fuzzy sets [27] , [30] to determine whether any given artifact expresses and impresses positive, negative, and/or neutral sentiment. Moreover, we also advocate an integrated modeling approach as shown in Figure 1 , involving a conceptual model for social data, a formal model of the conceptual data based on Set Theory and Fuzzy Set Theory, a schematic model of a software application informed by the conceptual and formal models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first present related work in respect of sentiment analysis, social network analysis and explain how our approach differs form the existing approaches. Then we present a brief discussion on social data and later we present a conceptual model of social data. In Sec. V, we outline our formal model based on Set Theory and Fuzzy Set theory [26] . In the next section, we present a methodology for sentiment analysis that is derived from the formal model. In Sec. VII, we briefly present and discuss the Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) that realizes the conceptual and formal models in software. Later, we present an empirical case study on sentiment analysis on social data of H&M from their Facebook page. Finally, we discuss our approach and in the end we present a brief conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Social Network Analysis
The use of Social Network Analysis can be traced back to 1979, where Tichy et.al. [31] used it as a method of examining the relationships and social structures for the analysis of organisations. Later in 1987, David Krackhardt [32] proposed cognitive social structures as a solution for social network related problems.
Due to the advent of internet and the online social media in the last decade, the field of social computing attracted many researchers. It is not possible to refer to an extensive list of research articles in this emerging area, however we refer some of the important works here. First of all, Justin Zhan and Xing Fang in [33] provided an detailed overview about state of art in social networking analysis, social and human behavioural modeling and security on social networks. A framework for calculating reputations in multi-agent systems using social network analysis has been proposed in [34] , where as social network analysis based on measuring social relations using multiple data sets has been explored in [35] . An algorithm to find overlapping communities via social network analysis was explored in [36] . Moreover, analysis of sub-graphs in the social network based on the characteristic features: leadership, bonding, and diversity was studied by the authors in [37] . All these works are primarily focussed on using social network analysis and other graph related formalisms, where as our work primarily focussed on using set theory and fuzzy theory for social graph analysis combined with social text analysis in general and sentiment analysis in particular. That is, we are not only interested in analyzing the structural aspects of social data (as networks or sets) but also in understanding the substantive aspects of social data (as sentiments, topics, keywords, pronouns).
B. Social Text Analysis
Pang and Lee [24] provide a comprehensive state-of-theart review of computational linguistics approaches to analysing natural language texts and identify three different technical terms: opinions, sentiments, and subjectivity. In this paper, we adopt Pang and Lee's [24] technical interpretation that opinion mining and sentiment analysis can be treated as identical and conduct sentence level rather than sub-sentence level sentiment analysis as discussed in [38] . Other methods and techniques for sentiment analysis are presented and discussed in [24] , [38] - [42] . Below is a selected listing of related work in sentiment analysis of social data ranging over a variety of methods, techniques, and tools.
Prior work has shown sentiment analysis of social data can be used to predict movie revenues [4] , correlate with contemporaneous and subsequent stock returns [43] , exploring cultural and linguistic differences in ratings and reviews [25] , sentiment evolution in political deliberation on social media channels [44] , assess sentiment towards a new vaccine [45] , and explore semantic-level precedence relationships between participants in a blog network [46] . To briefly expand, [46] proposed a methodology for the detection of bursts of activity at the semantic level using linguistic tagging, term filtering and term merging. They used a probabilistic approach to estimate temporal relationships between the blogs. Asur and Huberman [4] showed that analysis of sentiment content on urls, retweets and their hourly rates of Twitter can predict boxoffice movies revenues.
We find that the existing models are primarily focused on using social network analysis and other graph theory related formalisms. In contrast, we used Set and Fuzzy Set Theory for the formal modelling of associations between actors, actions, artifacts, topics and sentiments in order to provide a systemic treatment of relationship, vagueness and uncertainty in the social data. The existing sentiment analysis techniques (as cited above) use only the classification of individual artifacts (such as either positive or negative or neutral), but not the probabilities associated with the classification labels returned by the sentiment analysis method and/or tool. In contract, our approach uses fuzzy sets to represent artifact sentiment with classification along with their probabilities (e.g. positive: 0.20, negative: 0.65, neutral: 0.15) as explained later.
III. THEORY OF SOCIAL DATA
Our theory of social data is drawn from the theory of sociotechnical interactions by Vatrapu [8] . Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, at the highest level of abstraction, involve individuals interacting with (a) technologies and (b) other individuals. These interactions are termed sociotechnical interactions. There are two types of socio-technical interactions: 1) interacting with the technology per se (for example, using the Facebook app on the user's smartphone) and 2) interacting with social others using the technology (for example, liking a picture of a friend in the Facebook app of the user's smartphone). These socio-technical interactions are theoretically conceived as (a) perception and appropriation of socio-technical affordances, and (b) structures and functions of technological intersubjectivity. Briefly, socio-technical affordances are action-taking possibilities and meaning-making opportunities in an actor-environment system bounded by the cultural-cognitive competencies of the actor and the technical capabilities of the environment. Technological intersubjectivity (TI) refers to a technology supported interactional social relationship between two or more actors. A more detailed explication of the theoretical framework in terms of its ontological and epistemological assumptions and principles is beyond the scope of this paper but for details, please confer Vatrapu [8] .
Socio-technical interactions as described above result in electronic trace data that is termed social data. For the example discussed of a Facebook user liking a friend's picture on their smartphone app, the social data is not only rendered in the different timelines of the user's social network but it is available via the Facebook Graph API. Large volumes of such micro-interactions constitute the macro world of big social data that is the analytical focus of this paper. Based on the theory of social data described above, we present a Descriptive model of social data below There is no distinction between a user and an actor in the model. With respect to action/activity, an action (post, comment, like etc.) is atomic event done by an actor on an artifact, where an activity (e.g. promotion, campaign etc.) can spread across many actions, artifacts and actors.
Social graph consists of the structure of the relationships emerging from the apprproiation of social media affordances such as posting, linking, tagging, sharing, liking etc. It focuses on identifying the actors involved, the actions they take, the activities they undertake, and the artifacts they create and interact with. Social text consists of the communicative and linguistic aspects of the social media interaction such as the topics discussed, keywords mentioned, pronouns used and sentiments expressed. We now turn our attention to formalizing the conceptual model as we believe that formal models are essential for the application of computational techniques and tools given not only the large volumes of data involved but also their ambiguity and unstructured nature.
V. SOCIAL DATA FORMAL MODEL
In this section, we will extend the formal semantics of social data that as originally proposed in [9] , [11] with Fuzzy sets.
Notation:
The cardinality (number of elements) of set A is represented as | A | . For a set A we write P(A) for the power set of A (i.e. set of all subsets of A) and P disj (A) for the set of mutually disjoint subsets of A. Furthermore, we write a relation R from set A to set B as R ⊆ A × B. A function f defined from a set A to set B is written as f : A → B, where a if f is a partial function then it is written as f : A B.
First, we recall necessary basic definitions of Fuzzy sets [27] .
Definition 1:
If X is a set of elements denoted by x, then a fuzzy set A over X is defined as a set of ordered pairs
Each member or element of a fuzzy set A is mapped to real number between 0 and 1 ([0,1]), which represents the degree of membership of an element in the fuzzy set. A membership value of 1 indicates full membership, while a value of 0 indicates no membership. 
Definition 3:
The support of a fuzzy set A is a crisp set of all x ∈ X such that μ A (x) > 0. The crisp set of elements that belongs to fuzzy set A at least to a degree α is called α-level
Definition 4: The Union operation on two fuzzy sets
Definition 5: A fuzzy relation R from a set A to B with its membership function
Similar to a fuzzy set, the membership function of a fuzzy relation indicates strength of its relationship. Moreover a fuzzy relation is nothing but a fuzzy set where the elements are ordered pairs of the relation.
A. Formal Model
First, we define type of artifacts in a socio-technical system as R T = {post, comment, link, photo, video}. The social data model contains Social Graph and Social Text which are formally defined in Def. 6 as follows, Definition 6: Formally, the Social Data Model is defined as a tuple S = (G, T) where (i) G is the social graph as defined in Def. 7
(ii) T is the social text as further defined in Def. 8 As shown in the first two items (i, ii, x) of Def. 7, the social graph primarily contains a set of actors or users (U), a set of artifacts or resources (R) and a set of activities (Ac). Each artifact is mapped to an artifact type (such as status, photo etc) by artifact type function (Def. 7-iv). In addition to that, some of the artifacts are mapped to their parent artifact (if exists) by parent artifact function (Def. 7-v). For example, if the artifact is a comment on a post, then it is mapped to its parent (which is the post), on the other hand, it won't have any parent if it is a new post or a status message.
Furthermore, each artifact is mapped to a unique actor, who is the creator of that artifact. As shown in Def. 7-vi, the → post is a partial function mapping actors to mutually disjoint sets of artifacts, each set containing artifacts created or posted by an actor. On contrary, the → share indicates a many-to-many relationship, indicating that an artifact can be shared by many actors and similarly each actor can share many artifacts (Def. 7-vii). Even though share and post actions seems to be similar, the → post signifies the creator relationship of an artifact, where as → share indicates share relationship between an artifact and an actor which can be many-to-many.
Similar to the share relation, the like relation (→ like ) models mapping between the artifacts and actors, indicating the artifacts liked by the actors. The tagging relation (→ tag ) is a bit different, which is a mapping between actors, artifacts and power set of actors and keywords (Def. 7-ix). The basic intuition behind the tag relation is that, it allows an actor to tag other actors or keywords in an artifact. As explained in the conceptual model, the Social Text mainly contains sets of topics (To), keywords (Ke), pronouns (Pr), and sentiments (Se) as defined in Def. 8.
Further, one may note that all the relations in Social Text (→ topic , → key , → pro and → sen ) are defined as fuzzy relations with membership function varies from 0 to 1, indicating the strength of relationships.
VI. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will outline a method for calculating the sentiments of artifacts and actors based on formal model presented in previous section.
A. Sentiment Analysis
In contrast to the analytical focus on relationships in traditional social network analysis (SNA) methods, our analytical focus is on associations of actors and artefacts as sets and fuzzy sets based on certain criteria for actions, activities, sentiments, topics etc. In our associational approach, we model set and fuzzy set memberships of Actors performing Actions in Activities on Artifacts. Artifacts carry direct sentiment as they can be analysed by a sentiment engine and assigned a sentiment score and label by the sentiment engine. Individually, an action does not carry any sentiment, but it is the artifacts on which these actions are carried over, that contain sentiments. Similarly, even though actors does not carry sentiment directly, but they express their sentiments by performing actions on the artifacts, which contain the direct sentiment. Therefore, the sentiment attributed to an actor can be inferred or derived from the artifacts on which the actions are performed. Let us assume that the set of sentiments in the Social Text contains some predefined labels: positive (+), neutral (0) and negative (−) as indicated in Se = {+, 0, −}.
B. Sentiment Analysis of Artifacts
In this sentiment analysis of artifacts, let us assume that we are confined to textual types of artifacts, i.e. r type (r) = (post ∨ comment). Using an automatic method (for example using a natural language processing engine) for categorising sentiment of artifacts, an artifact can be mapped to different sentiment labels with a score indicating probability of relevance between the artifact and sentiment label. Normally, these scores are expressed as either percentages or real numbers (between 0 to 1), and the sum of such scores of an artifact for multiple sentiment labels will be equal to 1. Therefore, in this sentiment analysis, we consider the sentiment score of an artifact as it's membership value of relationship between an artifact and a sentiment label (→ sen ). For example, if the sentiment of an artifact r 1 is categorised among three sentiment labels as 0. Furthermore, we can perform an α−cut operation (Def. 3) on a Fuzzy set, to convert it to a crisp set containing set members, whose membership value is at least to the degree of of α ∈ [0, 1].
Finally the crisp set R se α contains all the desired artifacts whose sentiment is more than certain minimum value (α). Based on the context and requirements, one could apply different α − cuts to the fuzzy set to → sen , to get the crisp sets containing artifacts meeting to certain minimum sentiment score as criteria (α).
Especially, the method of application α − cuts is quite useful when we want to explore a phenomena which is very feebly represented in the data corpus. For example, in order to explore a weak negative sentiment in response to an event in the data corpus, one could go for a very low value of α − cut (e.g. α = 0.2 or even less), to further analyse the data in a magnified view to get fine grained data visualisations. On there other hand, if some one wants to get a more abstract view on a dominantly represented sentiment values, adopting higher values of α − cut (e.g. α > 0.6 or even more) will results in a view with a course grained data visualisations where only strong sentiments are represented.
1) Actors associated with Artifacts::
Several actors are associated with an artifact. For example actors can perform post, comment share and like actions on an artifact. Of course, actors can also perform tag action on an artifact, but we will ignore tagging operation for sentiment analysis in this paper.
The set of actors that are associated with the given set of artifacts (e.g. R se α ), can be computed as follows,
As formally expressed above, the set of actors (U R se α ) associated with given set of artifacts (R se α ) contains sets of users who posted the artifacts, who commented on the artifacts, who shared the artifacts and who liked the artifacts. One could notice that both the set of actors (U R se α ) and set of artifacts (R se α ) are crisp sets and taking the cardinality of these sets will provide us the number of members in them. One of the ways to analyse the sentiment over a time scale could be to compute these sets (R α and U R se α ) for each sentiment label (∀.se ∈ {+, 0, −}) for given time span intervals to plot them across the time horizon.
C. Sentiment Analysis of Actors
As explained in the previous section, the sentiment attributed to an actor can be derived from the artifacts on which actions are performed by the actor. An actor can perform different actions: post, comment, share, like and tag on different artifacts. However tag action is not considered for the sentiment analysis as mentioned previously. From the formal model, for any given actor, we can compute the sets of artifacts over which the actor performed actions as mentioned previously. Building on that, for any given artifact we can also compute the sentiment scores associated with different sentiment labels from the sentiment relation (→ sen ).
Therefore, the sentiment associated with an actor (u se ) can be defined as a tuple containing the following fuzzy sets, One could observe that the associated sentiment of an actor is a fuzzy set with artifacts and sentiment labels with membership values as the sentiment scores. Therefore, one could apply the α − cuts on the fuzzy set to extract a crisp set (u se α ) meeting up the criteria for each sentiment label (∀.se ∈ {+, 0, −}).
Furthermore, the same method can applied to get such sets for different time span intervals with in a time period. One of the ways to analyse the associated actor sentiment over a time scale could be to compute these sets (u se α ) for each sentiment label (∀.se ∈ {+, 0, −}) for given time span intervals and plot their cardinalities (e.g. number of artifacts in the set for + sentiment) across the time horizon. In this way, we could profile the associated sentiment of an actor over a period of time by computing how the cardinalities of the sets of the associated sentiment labels of an actor varies over timeline.
D. Illustrative Example
In this section, we will exemplify the formal model with fuzzy sets by taking an example post from the Facebook page of H&M cloth stores as shown in the figure 3. In order to enhance the readability of the example, the artifacts (e.g. texts) have been annotated as r1, r2 etc and the annotated values will be used in encoding the example using the formal model. Moreover, as our focus is to mainly to demonstrate sentiment analysis, we will abstract away from the details of the sets (e.g. Topics, Keywords etc) which are not directly involved in the sentiment analysis. As shown in Figure 3 Initially, the sets of actors, artifacts and other relations have the following values. r 1 ), (u 2 , r 1 ) ..} Regarding temporal dimension (T ime ), let us assume that the post (in Figure 3 ) and all its conversation happened in same time frame (t 1 − t 2 ), then sentiment relation for time period (t 1 − t 2 ) is same as → sen .
From the sentiment fuzzy set, one can extract different crisp sets (R On the other hand, if some one wants a fine grained analysis of the data, they could use a lower value for α − cut, which will include more elements into the analysis. R Similarly, we can also compute the actor sets (U R se α ) that are associated with the artifact sets as follows.
Notice that, here we have an advantage due to fuzzy set modeling that an can an actor can be present in more than one set (e.g. U R 
1) Inferred Sentiment and Actor Profiling::
As explained in the previous section, the inferred sentiment for actors can be calculated in the similar line as above. In this example, we will show how one can compute inferred sentiment for the actor u 2 , where we take union of fuzzy sets containing artifacts with sentiment labels for the artifacts posted, shared and liked by actor u 2 as follows.
After computing the fuzzy sets as above, one could apply α − cut with the required granularity to get crisp sets similar to the sentiment analysis of the artifacts. After that many such sets can be computed for a given time intervals and can be plotted on a time scale to analyse how the sentiment of an actor varies in the time frame.
VII. DEMONSTRATIVE CASE STUDY
In this section, we present a case study where big social data of the fast fashion company, H&M is collected from its Facebook page. We empirically analyse the sentiment of artifacts on social data collected by Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO) [10] from the Facebook page of H&M using the methodology presented in the previous section that is based on formal modeling of social data. SODATO [10] is an IT artefact that is a custom built software solution that features collection and archival of Big Social data from online social network platforms, the collected data is then preprocessed and aggregated to make it available on demand for Analytics engine and at the end to the visualization module.
A. Social Text Analysis
Google Prediction API [47] was utilized in order to calculate sentiments for the posts and comments on the wall. Google Prediction API provides RESTful API access to the service. Configuration for computation of sentiment began with the setting up a model which was trained with the manually labelled data subset from the H&M data corpus fetched by SODATO. This training dataset consisted of 11,384 individual posts and comments randomly selected from H&M data corpus and their corresponding sentiment labels as coded by five different student analysts. Training data was labelled Positive, Negative or Neutral and the file was uploaded on the Google Cloud Storage using the console explorer interface provided by the Google.
After successful training of the model, Sentiment module provided by SODATO was utilized to calculate sentiment for posts and comments for the entire social text corpus of H&M. The sentiment results for each individual post/comment returned by the Google Prediction API were saved back to the relational database. In order to calculate quarterly aggregation of the sentiment classified social texts, further segmentation and grouping was performed using SQL queries and relational Figure 4 . Artifact sentiments database entities were used to store data and it was made available for Analytical calculations. Table I. PARENT ARTIFACT (POSTS) SENTIMENT DISTRIBUTION The H&M Facebook wall was fetched for a time period from 12-March-2007 to 31-December-2013 using SODATO tool. The total data corpus for that period contains 12.58 million data elements including posts, comments, likes on posts and comments and shares. The sentiment scores for the 12.58 million data elements were analysed using Google Prediction API [47] .
B. Data Analysis
α-cuts sentiment ≥ 0.1 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.7 ≥ 0.9 + 17,
C. Findings
Compared to existing sentiment analysis methods and tools in academia and industry, the set theory and fuzzy set theory approach that we demonstrated in the tables (I, II and III) and figures (4, 5 and 6) above reveal the longitudinal sentiment profiles of actors and artefacts for the entire corpus. The α-cut approach to sentiment analysis allows analysts (marketing professionals and/or academic researchers) to specify their own probability level for sentiment categories of positive, negative and neutral. Further, it allows the individual analyst to identify Table III. ACTORS SENTIMENT WITH DIFFERENT α − cuts the intersections of positive, negative, and neutral sentiment for any given α-cut. This allows the analyst to identify strongweak expressions of positive, negative, and neutral sentiment.
For example, let us consider the α-cut of 0.9 for actors in Table III and Figure 6 (b). The graph shows that 7.18% of the entire Facebook user group for the company are always expressing negative sentiments whereas 19.9% of the user group is always expressing positive sentiments. With the caveat that not all of those positive and negative sentiments could be about the company itself (they could be directed towards other brands and/or other social actors on the Facebook page of the company), the results can help identify the strong brand loyalists (always positive) and strong brand critics (always negative). Similar analysis for the α-cut of 0.1 for actors will yield weak brand loyalists and critics.
With respect to the sentiment analysis of artifacts, at the α-cut of 0.9 (Table I and Figure 6 (a)), we find that 0.33% of all conversations on the Facebook page were entirely negative. A quick test for the social media marketing effectiveness can be constructed by extracting the number of completely negative conversations started by the company itself. That is, it is marketing problem if the company's posts are being categorized as negative sentiment and the all ensuing interactions by its Facebook users are also negative. This might have implications for the brand reputation and image even discounting attempts at humor by self-depreciation and/or irony. Applying the crisp set and fuzzy set modeling of sentiments of actors and artefacts over critical time periods can reveal the temporal dynamics of how different users express their sentiments for different products, campaigns, and events. Having said that, our primary objective in this paper is not to provide a detailed interpretation of the results but to propose and demonstrate a new approach to sentiment analysis.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented an integrated modeling approach for analysis of social data with the sentiment analysis based on the Fuzzy set theory. We articulated a theory of social data that is drawn from the theory of socio-technical interactions for better understanding perception and action on the screen with regard to social media platforms such as Facebook. We then presented a conceptual model of social data emanating from socio-technical interactions on social media platforms such as Facebook. This was followed by a formal model based on Fuzzy Set Theory and a schematic model of a software application developed based on the conceptual and formal models. The formalization of the conceptual model allows the necessary abstraction to comprehend the complex scenarios of social media interactions. On top of that, the formal model also served as a bridge between the conceptual model and schematic model of the software application and helped in concretizing the abstract ideas from the conceptual model to schematic model in the process of developing the Social Data Analytics Tool.
Regarding formal modelling of temporal dimensions of social media interactions (such as Twitter interactions), we are currently developing a hybrid approach by constructing crisp sets as well as fuzzy sets. For example, given an event of analytical interest such as a marketing campaign, we construct crisp sets of sentiment categories (positive, negative, & neutral) for actors and artefacts and fuzzy sets of the interactional timeperiods (before event, during event, and after event). This allows us to model and analyze the different user characteristics, behaviours, and dynamices within the intersections and unions of the temporal categories of before-the-event, duringthe-event, and after-the-event at analyst determined fuzzy set membership criteria for sentiment categories.
Philosophically speaking, the current paradigm in computational social science that is dominated by a theoretical focus on relationships of actors, actors and artifacts and the mathematical modeling of those relationships as social networks based on graph theory . Our argument is not that the triad of relational sociology, graph theory, and social network analysis are invalid or ineffective. Instead, our argument is that other sociological approaches, mathematical theories, and analysis techniques need to be explored towards the description, explanation, prescription, and prediction of social media interactions. To make a bold claim, as far as we know, our paper is the first to propose an alternate holistic framework to the dominant triad of relational sociology, graph theory and social network analysis with regard to sentiment analysis of big social data. Moreover, our approach is one of the very first few models for the analysis of Facebook data.
We acknowledge that many works exist in fuzzy sentiment analysis and social networks and we cited relevant papers in the related work section. But as also stated before, our approach primarily differs from the current approaches of social network analysis based on relational sociology. Our approach is based on associational sociology, where we focussed more on finding "association-ship" among actors and artifacts, based on set theoretical approach, rather than only focussing on the relationship between the actors. Our approach of "associational sociology" is drawn from Bruno Latour's ( [48] ) term "sociology of associations". We postulate that Set Theory in general and Fuzzy Set Theory is well-suited from sociological and mathematical standpoints to model human associations [11] . Beyond the immediate social network and particularly on large scale social media platforms such as facebook, twitter and Tencent QQ, we believe that this fundamental change in the foundational mathematical logic of the formal model of social data from graphs to sets will generate new insights. This paper is a first attempt to articulate such an alternate integrated approach across the theoretical, conceptual, formal and computational realms.
As part of future work, we would like to extend the Fuzzy Set Theoretical formal model to encompass modeling of networks of groups and friends of users in an online social media platform. We also have plans to extend the Fuzzy Set methods and techniques to other kinds of socio-technical interactions and further develop our abstract formal model.
